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Poorness as a social phenomenon not is only experienced of by state state which is expanding but also happened in state have settled condition in economic area. This phenomenon basically have come to attention, issue, and the global movement having the character of human (humanity)

This research formulate related/relevant simply between monetary crisis existence and the oil fuel increase (BBM) of through an macro dimension, that is; Human Development Index (HDI), and Human Poverty Index (HPI)

There is 3 especial system formed at this research, that is; monetary crisis and increase BBM, HDI and HPI. Development usher system conducted /includedly is number keterpurukan of exchange rate of premium fuel price and rupiah of per 1 litre connecting dimension HPI with dimension HDI, and done/conductedly is simple formulasi Literate variable at dimension HDI Illiterately at dimension HPI, created by a relation/link of HDI and HPI, is so that created by a new system is so-called with monetary [Relation/Link] Asosiatif crisis system and the oil fuel increase (premium) by Kemiskinan. Ada 3 especial system formed at this research, that is; monetary crisis and increase BBM, HDI And HPI. Development usher system conducted [entered/includedly is number keterpurukan of exchange rate of premium fuel price and rupiah of per 1 litre connecting dimension HPI with dimension HDI, and done/conductedly is simple formulasi among/between Literate variable at dimension HDI Illiterately at dimension HPI, created by a relation/link of among/between HDI and HPI, is so that created by new system is so-called with monetary Relation/Link Asosiatif crisis system and the oil fuel increase (premium) with Poorness.

The analysis of thinking concept obtains simple solution with Stella Program. This program provides much easiness and informative in nature, so that its pattern or the mode that are made of systemic thinking application by Peter Senge can be easily understood.

Result of this research have replied existence of relation/link of signifikan of monetary crisis and increase of BBM by kenaian assess Human Poverty Make an index to in Town Surabaya. Result of this research have replied existence of relation/link of signifikan of monetary crisis and increase of BBM by kenaian assess Human Poverty Make an index to in Town Surabaya.
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